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IMAGE 1: ACCUWEATHER APP: TRICK “X” (GRAY 2018) 
 







Think about a time when you have struggled against your phone. Imagine waking up to a 
dark morning, and upon seeing a handful of threatening clouds outside the window, you decide 
to check the weather on your smart phone. With an eye half closed, you open your phone, search 
‘weather’ in your browser, and choose the link for m.accuweather.com. You type in your zip 
code, and, after a brief loading screen, an advertisement appears on the bottom half of your 
screen (Image 1). This advertisement is a barrier to your original mission – one that will prove to 
be quite difficult to remove.  
In the space above and surrounding the advertisement, the weather information you were 
originally seeking hides behind a semi-transparent grey overlay (Image 1). In the upper right you 
see a small rectangle carved out of the grey overlay that says, “Get your MinuteCast®.” You’ve 
had a smartphone for a large portion of your life now – this isn’t the first time you’ve 
encountered this type of a mobile ad. Your first instinct is to tap around the edges, in the gray-
overlayed area, tactfully avoiding the confusing white “MinuteCast” zone, but after several tries, 
it proves to be unsuccessful.  
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Now, your eyes begin to search for an ‘X’ somewhere on the advertisement – some 
shape, some size, some design, but definitely in some way, an ‘X.’ You find it, a light white sans 
serif capital ‘X’ in the upper right side of the advertisement. It’s just a simple ‘X’ with no border 
or button-like features you might expect. As your thumb moves down, you are struck with a 
worry– the accuracy of your touch-screen technology is beginning to fade, will you hit the X just 
right? Unfortunately, you are too committed to turn back now. For just a moment during your 
descent you realize what is sitting just below the X on the advertisement – “Google Play” (Image 
1). Before you can fully realize it, your browser opens a new link and moves to another 
application on your phone. However, before this new page can even load, you close it out and 
move back to your browser; this is not the first time you’ve been duped. The advertisement is 
now gone and you read the weather: 90% chance of rain at 11am.1 
This story is an example of a user encounter with technology that has come to be called a 
“dark pattern.” Loosely defined, “dark patterns are tricks used in websites and apps that make 
you do things that you didn't mean to, like buying or signing up for something” (Brignull 2019). 
Originally coined in 2010, the term has come to embody a wide-range of intentionally coercive 
and deceptive design patterns critiqued in discussions of ethical and value-centered interface 
design (Gray 2018). Dark patterns, illusive techniques now common throughout the internet, are 
seen in the manipulative construction of websites and software as an attempt to control large-
scale user behavior.  
In this paper, I will explore the conditions that have allowed for the emergence of dark 
patterns, outline the goals and techniques of those who utilize them, and explore how they evolve 
 
1 This is a fictionalized vignette created from a real-life example of a dark pattern selected from the dark pattern 
corpus created by Colin Gray (2018). It is also important to note that the website we are discussing has been altered 
since its use of this dark pattern. 
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and change over time. Specifically, I ask: What forces are at play in society that allow for the 
emergence of dark patterns? How are those forces uniquely combined to create dark patterns? In 
what ways do dark patterns vary and present themselves differently? How do users respond to 
dark patterns and how are those responses incorporated into modern interface design? Finally, I 
will explore the modern context of dark patterns and outline how techniques of deception have 




 In my examination of dark patterns I use several forms of analysis. Each form of analysis, 
and the theorists utilized, assisted me in establishing a greater understanding of dark patterns. 
Throughout my sketch, I situate the concept of dark patterns within cultural studies scholars 
Slack and Wise’s concept of a “technological culture” or “technology as assemblage.” For Slack 
and Wise, this approach avoids the compartmentalization of culture and technology, and instead, 
“[promotes] the understanding that culture has always been technological, and technology has 
always been cultural” (2015, 10). To this end, I view the “constellation” of the term “dark 
pattern” within Slack and Wise’s preferred notion of technology as “assemblage.”  A 
technological assemblage is a momentary articulation or consolidation of various forces that 
result in an object with a dynamic and evolving center. Further, Slack & Wise’s perception of 
technological assemblage has various evolving cultural consequences (2015). This conception of 
technology is at the heart of my work surrounding dark patterns. I view the term as a 
constellation in an effort to unearth and explicate the many moving forces surrounding dark 
patterns and begin to understand their modern cultural consequences.  
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 The work, then, done throughout this paper is to map some of dark pattern’s 
constellation. By mapping the constellation of dark patterns, I attempt to understand “their 
structure, their work, their power, their reach, and their effects” (162). Slack and Wise note that 
it is helpful to think about a map of an assemblage through “forms of content,” or the cultural 
context existent prior to dark patterns, and “forms of expression,” the examples of dark patterns 
themselves. ‘Forms of content,’ as Slack and Wise read through Deleuze, are the “machinic 
assemblage of bodies, of actions and passions,” as well as the human and non-human 
“intermingling of bodies reacting to one another” (157). In other words, forms of content can be 
seen as the unspoken, physical, and conditioned interactions between agents that presuppose a 
cultural object (Slack and Wise 2015; Deleuze 1988). I analyze the “content” of the assemblage 
of dark patterns through my first examination of the structure, work, and distribution of power 
seen in the section titled “Cultural Foundations.” In this examination, I argue that the techniques 
of usability present a vulnerable user and goals of privatization encourage the deception of that 
user. 
 After I have outlined the cultural foundations of dark patterns, I step to examine the 
objects themselves. Inspired by Slack and Wise’s conception of “Forms of expression,” or the 
utterances of layered, nuanced, and specific cultural contexts, this examination of the objects 
themselves attempts to shed light on the both the manifestation of the cultural context previously 
described as well as understanding the processes through which dark patterns operate. This work 
was done through my examination of Colin Gray’s corpus of dark patterns (2018) and explicated 
in the section titled “Objects and Drama.”  
 However, in addition to content and expression, Slack and Wise note that a technological 
assemblage also exhibits some degree of cultural “tenacity and effectivity” (157, 2015). In order 
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to consider the tenacity and effectivity of the technological assemblage of a dark pattern, my next 
section considers the cultural impact of labeling a deceptive user interface a ‘dark pattern’ and 
the drama induced between the many actors involved. To explore the balance between actors 
involved in the creation of technology, I use Bryan Pfaffenberger’s framework of the 
“technological drama.” Pfaffenberger outlines a technological drama as “a discourse of 
technological statements and counterstatements, in which there are three recognizable processes: 
technological regularization, technological adjustment, and technological reconstitution” (285, 
1992). Pfaffenberger notes that a drama is a discourse between a “design constituency” or, in my 
case, programmer, and an “impact constituency,” or user (285).  
 I will begin Chapter Two, Objects and Drama, by using Slack and Wise’s concept of 
‘expression’ and Pfaffenberger’s concept of technological regularization in tandem to examine 
how dark patterns develop out of their specific cultural context. I argue that the techniques of 
usability previously described are repurposed and manipulated in ways that attempt to control 
and suggest certain, profitable user behaviors. I will then move to examine how technological 
regularization presents itself in Colin Gray’s 2018 corpus of dark patterns and examine various 
examples of dark patterns. Following this, I will move to assess user technological adjustment 
and reconstitution within dark patterns and argue that users’ constrained capacity to remove dark 
patterns is exhibited in dark patterns’ minor change over time.  
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 In my discussion of the forms of content necessary for the physical emergence of dark 
patterns, I argue that two distinct trends are at play, one technological and one economic. While 
each trend is distinctly tied to the other, it is important to consider each independently in order to 
lay the groundwork for the emergence of dark patterns. Primarily, I will examine the pressure of 
usability and its relationship with interface development, and second, the economic pressures of 
privatization and its impact on the process of developing software. Together, I will argue, the 
cultural context of dark patterns is defined by developments in these fields that result in power 
and agency shifting from user to programmer. This shift reveals itself as usability’s powers of 
abstraction, concealment, and user enablement, are obscured within highly systematized, 
specialized, and financially motivated products. As a result, pressures are placed on software 
developers to limit user enablement in such a way that creates correct and profitable users; thus, 
encouraging the creation of systems that limit, suggest, and nudge user agency, and, 








 The user and the programmer, representing each side of the screen, work together to 
create a cultural artifact for the user known as the user interface. For the user, this interface is a 
nuanced articulation of many forces and acts simultaneously to both constrain and enable. This 
dichotomy between user constraint and user enablement, a drama seen in the dynamic between 
the user and the programmer, is at the center of my discussion of usability. I will describe the 
rapid development of this contradiction of usability in various notions of user interface design: 
the concept of abstraction in the early computer, the creation of the cultural notion of the 
programmer, and the subsequent creation of the user. Following this, I discuss the “human-
centered” intent of modern technology and eventual attempts to move toward more usable “non-
conscious” technology. I will argue that the trend of usability presents a vulnerable user, highly 




 The historical conversation of usability is deeply connected with the early days of 
computation. Paul Ceruzzi, software historian and former curator at the Air and Space Museum, 
discusses the fundamental operations of computation in his book A History of Modern 
Computing. He states that, “a computer…does not specify any single problem to be solved” in 
ways that other technologies might; instead, “a stored-program digital computer is by nature a 
general purpose machine” (80, 2003). In this sense, a computer is an empty work bench with the 
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tools necessary to solve almost any problem. Usability, as I will come to describe it, emerges 
within the ‘purposing’ of a computer’s ‘general purpose.’  
 Given the general purpose nature of the computer, the concept of abstraction emerged to 
increase usability for the programmer. A computer, at the lowest level, is a complex coalescence 
of circuits exchanging electrons. In the early days of computation, “‘programming’ comprised 
the human task of making connections, setting switches, and inputting values” a process known 
as “direct programming” (Chun 3, 2005). This process was often long, cumbersome, repetitive, 
and required a significant amount of technical knowledge. Abstraction, an effort that soon 
emerged in computerized technology, sought to reduce this redundancy and lower the bar to 
entry by distancing the user from the direct wires and functionality of a computer.  
In 1947, the first move of abstraction was made when the complex and constant re-wiring 
of the computer gave way to a more manageable interface of switches. Now, instead of rewiring 
the entire machine, ‘programmers’ were able to set instructions with an interface of switches 
(Chun 2005). This simplification is an early example of creating a more ‘human-readable’ 
language to control computers and an early example of computer abstraction. Abstraction, in this 
context, is the encapsulation of certain functionalities inside switches in order to remove 
programmers from the direct functionality of the computer. 
It is this trend towards simplicity using abstraction that creates what Chun and Ceruzzi 
call the “onionlike structure” of the modern computer; each peel of the onion being a ‘higher’ 
level of technology (2005; 2003). For example, programmers no longer use switches to control 
computers, but rather engage with coding languages to control computer functionality (which in 
turn controls metaphorical ‘switches’). These coding languages use layers of computation that 
are said to be at ‘high’ or ‘low’ levels of abstraction. When a programmer calls for a certain 
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action (like clicking a button or running a python script), this functionality makes its way to a 
hardware core by translating information between lower and lower levels of software languages, 
eventually resulting in binary code that communicates directly with the computer. For example, 
programming languages such as C exist at a high level and their code is translated using a 
compiler into lower-level language known as ‘assembly language.’ The code of this language is 
subsequently handed over to an assembler and turned into binary to control the computer 
hardware directly (Image 2). This is why a computer can be said to have an ‘onion-like’ structure 
and abstraction is the process through which layers grow out of the core. 
IMAGE 2: THE COMPUTER’S ONION-LIKE STRUCTURE (PATTERSON & 
HENNESSY 2016) 
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A New Programmer 
 
 The work of abstraction, as programmers build layers out of a hardware core, distances 
the programmer from direct computation. Wendy Chun, scholar of digital media, notes that the 
overwhelming goal of abstraction is an attempt to “hide the machine” and, thus, “save 
programmers from themselves” (12, 2005). Patterson & Hennessy, in their textbook on computer 
architecture, note three advantages of ‘hiding the machine’: 1) The use of more intuitive ‘natural 
language’ as opposed to confusing binary; 2) The improvement of programmer productivity 
through a more intuitive workspace; and 3) independence from, and thus the security of, the 
lower levels of the computer (Patterson & Hennessy 2016).  
 Once enacted, abstraction, with the goal of protecting the programmer and the hardware 
core of the computer, creates a programmer with new skills and capacities. No longer is a 
programmer working directly with the wires of a computer, but instead interacting with high-
level programming languages created to be used more intuitively. Thus, this new form of 
interaction encourages a new sense of literacy for the programmer. John Guttag, former 
computer scientist at MIT, articulates the goals of software abstraction in relation to the 
programmer: 
Knowing too much is no better, and often worse, than knowing too little. People cannot assimilate 
very much information. Any programming method or approach that assumes that people will 
understand a lot is highly risky. (13, 2002) 
This statement presents important narratives surrounding the emerging form of programmer; 
perspectives that, as I will note, carry into the zeitgeist of modern user-oriented programming.  
 First, the programmer is characterized as “ignorant.” This means that the programmer’s 
technical knowledge is limited to the system in which they are working (the programming 
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language C, for example), and they are removed from, and subsequently unaware of, the 
technical processes that function closer to the hardware core (Assembly Language and then 
binary). Programmer ignorance, in this sense, is meant to articulate that a modern programmer 
can have a specific knowledge of a certain programming language and be less aware of the rest 
of the computer’s functionality. 
 Second, as a result of programmer ignorance, the technical affordances of a specific 
technology are often forced to be limited and simplified. Affordances, in this sense, are the 
“potential behavior outcomes” of a technology (Evans et al. 36, 2017). For example, the 
affordances of an object in the programming language Java may be the many methods attached 
to it or the fields contained in it. For John Guttag, programmers are inherently ignorant and 
“cannot assimilate very much information” (13, 2002). As a result, affordances are limited and 
simplified in order to account for less programmer knowledge. In this sense, software, with an 
intentionally limited scope, “insists on [a programmer’s] ignorance” by designing a system for a 
lower level of literacy through its limited and simplified nature (Chun 13, 2005). For example, 
the same way that a coffee maker may only have one or two buttons for the sake of simplicity, an 
object in Java may only have a handful of methods or functions. 
 As a consequence, the limited and simplified nature of software results in individual 
technologies being concentrated on specific applications. For example, Microsoft Excel is 
primarily used for the exploration of data, while Microsoft Word is centered around text 
composition. Similarly, coding languages can also be centered around particular applications: 
JavaScript is a ‘loose’ and ‘flexible’ coding language that is primarily used for ‘front-end’ web 
development and SQL is a ‘back-end’ programming language that is more oriented towards 
database management. To account for user ignorance, software and programming languages 
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focus their development around specific applications. These specific applications, each 
interacting to build computation’s onion-like structure, are the intentional purposing of the 
general-purpose computer.  
 This notion of intentionality articulates what Chun and others see as the ‘concealed,’ and 
thus, ideological nature of abstracted software. Due to its constrained and limited nature, 
software meets Althusser’s notion of ideology since it is “a ‘representation’ of the imaginary 
relation of individuals to their real conditions of existence” (1, 2006). Software and 
programming languages are a representation in that it they are not ‘all consuming’ (as most 
things are not) and are instead focused towards a specific goal or application. “The ‘choices’” of 
“operating systems” limit “the visible and the invisible, the imaginable and the unimaginable,” in 
ways that articulate it as distinctly ideological (Chun 18, 2005).  
 However, software, like many cultural objects, invites interpretation and interaction. It is 
reflective of more than a single ideology and instead presents an inherent contradiction. While in 
a sense software is ideological, limited, concealed and controlled, it is also distinctly freeing and 
enabling (Chun 2005). Software and programming languages allow for programmers to build 
worlds and further develop the general-purpose tool of computation. For example, while the 
constraints of JavaScript present certain specific uses and ideologies, I can still use the 
programming language to create a website that criticizes those ideologies. While Apple’s text 
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editor Pages presents itself as an ideological structure, I can still compose a document in it, as I 
am currently, with great freedom (Image 3). Further, without Apple’s assumption of my 
ignorance and its awareness that I probably do not know how to write a paper using binary code, 
I would not be able to write this paper as easily.  
 This is the hegemonic contradiction of software. Through its simultaneous ideological 
limitations and enablement, Software acts both as “ideology and ideology critique” (Chun 19, 
2005). By creating a focused text editor for me to write this paper, it is both a “concealing and a 
means of revealing.” The articulation of software as a singularly ideological cultural object is 
broken. Now, as software is both limiting and enabling, there is a “dual action” or a balance 
between the visible and the invisible (Chun 19, 2005). This dual action is most easily 
conceptualized in the balance between the programmer and the user. The creation of software, 
the place the user and programmer meet screen-to-screen, can be seen as the linguistic 
conversation and struggle between these two actors (and the social roles they represent). Thus 
far, our user has played the role of the programmer, whose software is created by other 
IMAGE 3: A SCREENSHOT OF MY TEXT EDITOR. 
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programmers; however, I will now step to the relationship between the user and the programmer 
– a fundamentally similar but also culturally distinct actor. 
  
A New User 
 
 The user, a new actor in the world of computation, can be seen as an advanced 
development of the articulation of the ignorant programmer. As the computer entered new 
markets, new actors entered into the world of software. The narratives of usability, previously 
expressed for the sake of programmers, were furthered to allow for the simple acquisition of a 
new group, users. No longer considered ‘programmers’ since they rarely engage directly with 
code, ‘users’ were perceived to have lower levels of technological literacy, and in order to 
account for it, efforts were made to further simplify and limit the logics of computation. As a 
result, the limiting-enabling contradiction of software presents itself more clearly as it spreads 
into new, less technologically literate, and potentially more vulnerable markets. As a result, the 
power dynamic between the user and the programmer is now established.  
 Thus far I have discussed software largely in terms of the programmer. However, as I 
move to discuss to the role of the user, it is important to note that “there is no fundamental 
difference between programming a computer and using a computer” (Ceruzzi 81, 2003). I note 
this to highlight the fact that the core functionalities of each of these actors are the same; in the 
same way that a user interacts with a computer to check their bank information, a programmer 
interacts with a computer to create a bank software application. Each actor is forced to ‘interface’ 
with a computer, or work within a created system to reach a desired goal. Additionally, both 
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actors use abstracted software created through a chain of onion-like layers, but the layers at 
which they interact, and thus the ‘usability’ of their interfaces, are vastly different.  
 Fundamentally, the user uses while the programmer programs, and, when discussed 
together, the user is typically operating an interface created by a ‘programmer.’ In this sense, a 
user is (at minimum) one abstraction further from the hardware core than the programmer that 
created it. For example, the abstracted shell that the programmer places around a code core is 
often seen as a user interface. The user that I will be discussing throughout this paper is a 
somewhat ethereal ordinary user that can be seen on the end of any modern web application, and 
far away from any hardware core.  
As abstraction steps out from the programmer to the user, a new ignorance is not only 
accounted for through the limiting and focusing of a coding language, but through the use of the 
metaphors and logics of human-computer-interaction. This new ignorance is similar to the veil 
created for the protection of the programmer, but manifests itself in a much more abstracted and 
designed manner. Central to this experience is the shelled interface created by the programmer 
that is known as the graphical user interface (or GUI). Seen as a distinctly “designed 
experience,” the GUI creates a “virtual machine” for the user by presenting colors, images, 
depth, arrangement, and functionality (Chun 13-16, 2005). Rather than being constrained to 
code, the GUI uses visual cues and metaphors to create a language of computation unique to our 
newly understood user. Just as the programmer was forced to learn the functionality of their own 
systems, these metaphors and visual cues central to the function of a GUI are the new language 
through which users learn to use a personal computer. However, while abstraction may have 
been perceived as a helpful protection for the programmer, it becomes more dangerous and 
volatile when presented for the more vulnerable user.  
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Further, the presentation of the GUI can be seen as a manifestation of the complex 
relationship between the user and the programmer, a relationship fundamental to computer 
design and the emergence of dark patterns. Before discussing the discourse of privatization, I 
will explore the complicated hegemonic power struggle between the programmer and user. First, 
I will discuss the development of the GUI’s constructed ‘language,’ then I will discuss the way 
in which GUI creation accounts for user input, and last, the goals of creating increasingly simple 
and intuitive user interfaces. 
 
Software’s Language of Contradiction 
 
 The process through which a GUI constructs its language is layered and dynamic. 
Initially, visual imagery exists as a metaphorical representation of objects in digital space. The 
introduction of the GUI and the language that it creates engages in a process of what Alan 
Blackwell calls the ‘reification’ of the user interface metaphor (2006). Reification, or the move 
from abstract to more concrete, can be seen in what Chun and Shneiderman call ‘direct 
manipulation,’ or the encapsulation of a complex computational process into a more apparent 
physical interaction within the GUI, such as with the early introduction of switches (2005). Just 
as early computation’s switches encapsulated lower level functionality, the encapsulation of 
technical processes within the GUI is often a metaphorical connection that “[links] highly 
technical, complex software with the user’s everyday world” (Weinschenk et al. 60, 1997). The 
use of metaphors in user interface design (e.g. folder or file) is the attempt to use a user’s pre-
understood and concretized representations of the world to allow them to more easily and 
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intuitively navigate a computer; even if that representation is not necessarily reflective of the true 
functionality involved (Blackwell 2006).  
For example, when you ‘sign-in’ to your bank account online, you are not writing your 
name on a piece of paper, but rather typing two ‘string’ files (account name and  password) that 
are then encrypted, passed over a wire, un-encrypted, and compared letter by letter to a 
specifically structured database with thousands or millions of other names and strings. If found, a 
signal is sent over the server and you are prompted to a new html file, and if not found, a que is 
sent over the server for the current html file updates to say ‘sign-in failed.’ Even if the effective 
processes of signing-on to a website seem similar to their physical counterpart, vast amounts of 
functional processes are removed from consideration. Removing lower-level functionality 
through the means of metaphorical representation is a user-oriented example of the limiting and 
simplifying processes I previously described in the context of the programmer. These processes 
of abstraction and simplification are re-appropriated into the context of a visual user interface in 
the use of metaphorical representation.  
 Following this, metaphorical representation further solidifies itself in the step from 
representation to causality. Simply designing a visual space well is only the first step in creating 
an effective user interface. The pioneering feminist UX researcher Brenda Laurel notes that there 
is a “crucial difference between the representation of tools and the tools themselves,” and that the 
end-user is aware that the digital representations they are seeing are not ‘actual’ representations; 
“people realize when they double click on a folder that it is not really a folder.” Instead, there 
needs to be a sense of ‘clear causality’ between representations; “events must happen in such a 
way that the user can accept them as probable and thus narrow probability into certainty” (Laurel 
xviii, 1991; Chun 18, 2005). For the sake of the user, there are no coincidences in digital code; 
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users are imprinted with language through the consistency of a representation rather than simply 
the representation.  
 New media scholar Lev Manovich moves further to describe specific ‘logics of 
computation’ and the subsequent language they construct. Manovich sees these digital logics 
emerge from the combination of the historical traditions of representation in print and cinema 
combined with novel techniques developed in the study of human-computer interaction. With the 
many options presented from these forms of media, Manovich notes that “today’s digital 
designers and artists use only a small set of action grammars and metaphors out of a much larger 
set of all possibilities” (81, 2001). With a plethora of options, modern programmers and 
designers attempt to utilize consistent digital logics in order to allow for a simpler and more 
straightforward language. In the modern day, these grammars manifest themselves in buttons 
(depth and shape), colors (hyperlinks are blue), graphics (arrows are directional), text jargon 
(‘email’ or ‘folder’ or ‘domain’), layouts (menu and logo at top of page), and many other 
ingrained processes that are clear to any literate user of technology. Through representation and 
its consistency, logics and grammars of computation are slowly embedded into the mind of the 




 As they are embedded into the awareness of a user, computational logics of user 
interfaces must not only be functional, but effective. In order to be effective, as Don Norman 
notes in The Design of Everyday Things, human intuition must be heavily considered in the 
decision-making processes of software development. Norman constructs the concept of an 
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affordance, an idea similar to Manovich’s logics, grammars and metaphors, but centered around 
user perceptions of objects and their capacities. For Norman, affordances are not only presented 
to the user, but they should be “human centered,” or constructed with an amount of consideration 
towards the user (Norman 2013). While it seems logical today, this concept was revolutionary at 
the time and reoriented usability to the user, and thus, encouraged the introduction of the user 
into the design process. 
 One way that users enter the design process is though the Systems Analysis concept of 
‘user requirements.’ This concept gives users the capacity to suggest the development of specific 
functionalities and goals in software. Microsoft’s textbook Software Requirements articulates the 
strategies of ‘use cases’ and ‘user stories;’ two techniques key to the development of user 
requirements: 
 
Both use cases and user stories shift from the product-centric perspective of requirements 
elicitation to discussing what users need to accomplish, in contrast to asking users what they want 
the system to do. The intent of this approach is to describe tasks that users will need to perform 
with the system, or user-system interactions that will result in a valuable outcome for some 
stakeholder. That understanding leads the [Business Analyst] to derive the necessary functionality 
that must be implemented to enable those usage scenarios. It also leads to tests to verify whether 
the functionality was implemented correctly. Usage-centric elicitation strategies will bring you 
closer to understanding the user’s requirements on many classes of projects than any other 
technique we have used. (Wiegers & Beatty 144, 2013) 
 
Stemming from Norman’s realization that users are often more aware of their own needs than 
programmers, usability is shifted away from a top-down approach and towards a more bottom-up 
approach that incorporates user feedback. Consequently, the needs and desires of users are 
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incorporated into capacities and limitations of software. The example of user requirements 
furthers the hegemonic user-programmer contradiction of software and highlights the specific 
processes in which the cultural artifact of software comes to exist. With the integration of user 
requirements, user goals and perspectives begin to be included in the decision-making process. 
User requirements, and other similar processes not mentioned, allow for the iterative 
actualization of various powers within software, both user and programmer.  
 
Towards the Unconscious 
 
 In the earlier days of digital technology, grammars and logics were utilized to create 
simplistic and logical interface design, but as these technologies and their logics have become 
iteratively ingrained into the mind of users, software designers cycle our ingrained, now 
unconscious, knowledge towards a greater simplicity in technology. Traditionally, software 
development employs users’ mental models to operationalize a user’s thought processes, and, 
subsequently, ‘train’ them using knowledge from behavioral psychology (Blackwell 2006). 
However, modern ingrained understandings of digital logics allow computerized processes to be 
easily shifted away from the conscious and towards the unconscious. Michael Dieter, media 
theorist, describes well that the act of ‘smoothing over contingent events’ in digital media allows 
the programmer to reduce the user’s ‘cost of consciousness’ involved in software interaction. 
Connecting this smoothing with the use of Gestalt principles and techniques from behavioral 
economics, Dieter notes how the “lineages of behavioral, perceptual and sensory 
experimentation … [habituate] users into patterns of action” (66, 2019). Now, users are not only 
trained to use grammars of computation, but also patterned and conditioned to respond to certain 
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grammars with certain actions. As a result, a user is required to operate a computer in a manner 
that requires less conscious thought, and is subsequently more vulnerable to control.  
 However, the use of behavioral data and principles of psychology to move technology 
from conscious to unconscious is connected to the discourse of usability primarily because it 
presents itself in the aid of the user. BJ Fogg, a psychologist at Stanford and coiner of the term 
“Persuasive Technology,” an emergent field in psychology studying the conscious and 
unconscious processes of using technology, describes the origin of his work and the goals of 
behavioral modeling in technology in a 2019 interview. Beginning with his interest in the 
connection between rhetoric and technology, Fogg “was quite sure this would be the future—
technology used to influence people—so [he] decided to study it and understand the potential of 
technology to help us be happier and healthier.” (Fogg 14, 2019). For Fogg, designing 
technology to nudge users towards happier, healthier, and more secure lives further enables the 
user by “increasing motivation,” and “increasing the ease with which something can be done … 
through design of the prompt itself” (15, 2019). In this way, because the perceived 
encouragement of positive behaviors using persuasive technology, the unconscious and 
vulnerable user is thought to benefit and increase their capacity to use technology.  
 Examples of unconscious user enablement that “[helps] people do what they want to do” 
are common throughout modern technology (19). In Fogg’s interview, the interviewer notes his 
use of “Persuasive” principles in influencing driver behavior at tire company Goodyear in such a 
way that attempted to decrease the speed of tire wear (Fogg 2019). By combining the trained 
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grammars of computation with techniques of behavioral conditioning, designers are able to 
reduce user ‘cost of consciousness’ for certain actions.  
 A clear example of this can be seen through simple navigations provided in basic 
operating systems. Image 4 presents an example of what a user sees following their decision to 
‘download’ a file from their internet browser. After a user selected where they would like to save 
a file on their computer, the options of ‘Cancel’ and ‘Save’ are presented in the bottom right 
corner (Image 4). From the user’s constructed literacy, they know that both of these are buttons: 
they stand out from the background using complementary colors paired with a light shadow and 
have rounded edges. However, the two buttons have different colors and textures (Image 4). The 
left button has a bland, white, and simple layout, while the right button has a bright blue color 
and gradient texture that gives it a sense of visual depth. The blander and simpler button on the 
left is known in user-interface design as a ‘secondary’ button and typically follows standards of 
design similar to this (Gadd 2019). While it may seem trivial to describe this in detail given that 
many of us interact with design like this daily, this example reflects an attempt towards 
unconscious behavior in user design.  
As previously noted in discussion of the limiting and simplifying nature of software, the 
prioritization of certain functionalities over others attempts to recognize and account for user 
ignorance. Such design choices were likely made for a multitude of reasons, some to the benefit 
IMAGE 4: SCREENSHOT OF THE CANCEL OR SAVE PROMPTS SEEN ON MY MACHINE 
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of the user and some to the benefit of the programmer, but they reflect a step in usability that is 
important in the context of dark patterns. Trivial design choices such as these encourage and 
ingrain certain, at times unconscious, behaviors into the mind of the user; behaviors that can be 




 The technological discourse of usability has a distinct history. It begins with the evolution 
of software abstraction, takes a step outside of the traditionally technology literate with the 
entrance of the user, reintroduces direct manipulation into the interface with the GUI, constructs 
the grammars of the GUI interface, and builds literacy of those grammars in the mind of the new 
user. It then furthers the simplicity of the interface by orienting towards the mind of the user and 
begins to construct increasingly unconscious logics of computation for their perceived benefit. 
Throughout the historic discourse of usability, software can be seen as the actualization of the 
power dynamic between the user and programmer. Both actors, each with their own complicated 
social and cultural roles, reflect a larger contradiction in technology: the balance between that 
which is visible and that which is invisible. The conversation of usability can be seen too sit in 
this contradiction and create a user that learns to operate in within it. This user is vulnerable in 
that it is removed from the lower functionality of a computer and catered to through a 
constructed user interface. Further, user behavior on this interface is increasingly habituated into 
unconscious behaviors, and thus, results in a user more vulnerable to manipulation. However, the 
power dynamic between the programmer and the user is not fully articulated without discussing 
technology’s overwhelming privatization and systemization; a process that has worked to 
complicate the role of programmer.  
 






 Alongside the emergence of principles of usability, privatization has become a dominant 
force in software development. The tradition of privatization, occurring alongside the trends of 
usability I previously discussed, has a distinct historical context I will explore in opposition to 
usability. The cultural and discursive history of privatization is discussed by Alice Marwick in 
her book Status Update – particularly the historical context of Web 2.0. Marwick clearly 
elaborates the contradictory relationship between the entrepreneurial ideology of Northern 
California and the countercultural influence of the Bay Area (2013). For the sake of my 
conversation, the balance between entrepreneurial and countercultural pressures manifests itself 
in the conversation between proprietary and open-source software; an on-going debate that goes 
back to the early days of the computer.  
 For the open-source community, the development of software is a collaborative effort 
with multiple actors. Early hacker movements of software were rooted in the same ideals of 
“information sharing, exploration, decentralization, and meritocracy” (30). These ethics are 
embodied in the hacker motto ‘information wants to be free,’ or, as Marwick explains further, 
“anyone should be able to understand how things work, and use this information to tinker with 
technologies, political systems, the workings of city governments, and so on” (30, 2013). These 
are many of the espoused goals of early computer programmers or ‘hackers;’ however, as the 
possibilities of privatization presented a greater potential for profit, the discourses connected 
with the open-source movement came under debate. 
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 In the 1970s, as computers entered homes and began to orient towards everyday users, 
hackers’ conversations of user enablement and freedom were challenged with questions of 
growth, scale, progress, and private property. Eventually, market demand resigned to the notion 
that proprietary software quickly produced more ‘effective’ and ‘secure’ software. As Marwick 
notes hacker’s conclusions were that, “while open information access was an excellent ideal, it 
was ultimately ‘only an ideal’” (32, 2013). This shift exhibits a reorientation of the tech world in 
favor of the benefits of private ownership and profit rather than the early priorities of information 
sharing and access. While technological idealism lives on in the open-source community, a 
general resignation to the success and speed of proprietary innovation was obvious. These four 
developments, each key to the emergence of dark patterns, resulted from a shift to profit-oriented 
software development: first, the overwhelming systemization of software development, second, 
the immutability of software for the user, third, the mutability of software for the programmer, 




Under a new proprietary roof, software development becomes a complex and hierarchical 
articulation of human and non-human actors. Benjamin Bratton, sociologist of technology, 
discusses what he calls the ‘the Stack,’ or the “accidental megastructure” of modern technology 
(8, 2016). Bratton’s Stack is not only created through computational layers, such as those I 
previously discussed in the ‘onion’ of abstraction, but also through the “social, human, and 
concrete forces” at play within large corporations. In this sense, Bratton is suggesting that this 
systematic hierarchy involves the balance of multiple human and non-human forces (2016). For 
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example, the creation of a mobile stock trading application by a major investment company 
would involve a long process of development, several specialized programmers, designers, 
project managers, legal advisors, high-level managers, as well as technological barriers such as 
storage, compatibility, and potential legal barriers that would need to be incorporated into the 
system.  
 The concept that software development occurs within a hierarchical balance of human 
and non-human actors complicates the notion of the programmer previously discussed. The 
programmer can no longer thought to be a singular acting entity, but rather, an assemblage of 
many actors, both human and non-human, with intermingling powers and forces. Under 
newfound systemization, the assemblage of the programmer represents a complex articulation of 
non-human forces and constraints within human hierarchies and pressures. For example, a 
mobile stock trading application is constrained by legal and technical pressures as well within the 
hierarchal needs of product managers and user requirements.  
 Further, organizations systemize and optimize the process of software development in 
order to move towards more efficient business operations. Positions known as ‘system analysis,’ 
‘project management,’ ‘business analysis,’ and so forth, are concerned with delivering “high-
quality information systems and commercial products that achieve their business objectives” 
with “high customer satisfaction;” all while “[reducing] maintenance, enhancement, and support 
costs” (Wiegers & Beatty xxxvi, 2013). Textbooks of this field, such as Wiegers & Beatty’s 
Software Requirements, systematize the process of creating software as a process of gathering 
and implementing system requirements. Similar to the user requirements previously described, 
system requirements are a combination of user, business, and technical goals, or, “requirements” 
(2013). For Wiegers & Beatty, system requirements are methodically implemented into a 
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software structure and eventually turned out into a software product. Using the same stock 
trading example as before, system requirements may require that the application do same-day 
trades, that it is in-line with a law regarding stock trading, or that it have a high level of security. 
As these requirements are implemented, this mobile application may iteratively implement more 
requirements over time, such as a new user interface or new form of trading.  
 As a result of this hierarchical and efficient systemization, the singular programmer 
previously described is divided into multiple actors with various and specific agencies. Thus, the 
culpability of software development is thinly divided between many actors as each plays an 
increasingly specific role in its creation. Together, they come together to create a uniquely 
articulated software product that represents many of the nuanced interactions between actors in 
the technological megastructure of the Stack.  
 
Immutable for the User 
  
 When created with the goal of revenue, modern software changes in its ability to be 
edited, changed, or mutated. In open-source technology, software was understood to be mutable 
in the sense that it was ‘editable’ for both the user and the programmer. This concept, something 
that legal scholar Jonathan Zittrain, in his discussion of software’s history, calls “generative 
technology,” is at the heart of open-source, hacker, and even early proprietary software. For 
generative software, it is important the that user has the ability to add or “generate” new 
functionality (Zittrain 2, 2008). In its capacity to be edited and altered, generative software 
leaves options open for users and allows for less stringent implementations of code.  
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 However, for reasons connected to both privatization and usability, the trend of mutable 
and generative technology slowly transitioned to become immutable on the side of the user. 
Following the centralization and overwhelming privatization of software, technology moves 
from what Zittrain describes as “generative” to “non-generative,” “sterile,” or like an “appliance” 
(3). Zittrain notes that the move towards immutable software was rooted in the goals of user 
security and stability, values I previously discussed through abstraction. Security and stability in 
this case include security for the user from attacks and from inconsistencies in software (2008).  
Zittrain commonly cites the iPhone (and other Apple products) as an example of a ‘non-
generative’ product. While the iPhone is secure and very functional, it is also extremely 
immutable for the user – it does not allow for the integration of new functionality and 
manipulation except through specific standardized means such as apps, which are curated and 
policed by Apple itself. This example differs from the PC computer, a highly generative 
technology. While the iPhone has a limited set of functionalities and resists change, the PC and 
its mobile version the Android come ready to be changed and altered in almost any way. The 
trade-off in this case is that PC computers and Android phones are often more susceptible to 
attacks or errors (2008). These two examples highlight the difference between immutable, non-
generative and mutable, generative technology, a difference that has a distinct impact on how a 
user interacts with a technology.  
 As a result of the move from mutable to immutable technology, a curtain is drawn over 
the hardware core that blinds the user to lower-level functionality. Just as abstraction further 
removes the user from the hardware core for the perceived benefit of the user, immutable 
technology does as well. As a result, technology is more and more often seen as “opaque,” 
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“invisible” or what Pasquale calls a “black box” (Pasquale 2015).2 Under an immutable system, 
when a button is clicked on a user interface, there is no possibility of a user knowing the true 
functionality of their click or its implications. Instead, all that can be known for the user is the 
immediate causality connected with a click.3  
 This is the proprietary nature of technology. As the veil slowly closes over software’s 
‘backend,’ the user is only left with the functionalities immediately presented to them. The 
invisible aspect of Chun’s invisible system of visibility becomes truly invisible. Further, what 
she describes as the perceived direct manipulation of the graphical user interface is further 
propped up and presented as the true functionality of a computer. As a result, user literacy 
becomes more concerned with mastery of the immediate system rather than its internal 
functionality.  
  
Mutable for the Programmer 
 
 As software moved towards an immutable black box for the user, it became increasingly 
mutable for the programmer. In the field of software development, technology has been 
traditionally immutable and difficult to update; however, in recent years it has become simpler to 
update live code. Largely a trend in favor of a better competitive advantage in meeting constantly 
evolving customer satisfaction expectations, increased mutability is reflected in the goals and 
processes central to Agile product development. The Agile Manifesto, written in 2001, but more 
recently implemented in the past 15 years, is outlined in 4 lines: 
 
2 While Pasquale is largely using this term in discussion of the processes of algorithms, it is important to note that, 
fundamentally, all processes of computers are ‘algorithmic’ in a sense and each have their own black box.  
3 Of course, the user can inspect the source code of the website on which they are browsing. However, not only is this source 
code typically limited to the high-level functioning of the web browser HTML, it is also often obfuscated or intentionally 
confusing and misleading (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Obfuscation_(software)).   
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Individuals and interactions over processes and tools 
Working software over comprehensive documentation 
Customer collaboration over contract negotiation 
Responding to change over following a plan 
(Manifesto 2001)4 
This manifesto, moderately confusing for those not accustomed to the jargon of product 
development, notes the goals of agile development – mutable, iterative software that quickly 
updates and responds to user needs. 
 Central to agile development is the incorporation of user needs. While these needs may 
come in the form of gathering user requirements as previously described, they are often gathered 
through the iterative testing of software. Using techniques such as A/B testing, companies 
develop two versions of a new software, test it on groups of users, and based on certain metrics 
of success, programmers are able to understand better or worse designs at scale (Leahy 2018). In 
order to successfully deploy interface tests such as A/B testing, websites must have the website 
flexibility and mutability necessary to allow for rapid and partial divisions of their website.  
 For example, Netflix is known to utilize A/B testing throughout their company to 
improve and test “content effectiveness,” “custom algorithms,” and meet “macro-goals” (Leahy 
2018). While the processes in which Netflix does specific A/B testing are not open to the public, 
it is commonly believed that they utilize these processes throughout their technology. According 
to blogger Scott Leahy, Netflix may utilize A/B Testing in the creation of their sign-up page. To 
do this, Netflix may take two user interface designs, one original and one new, and release them 
into the public on a representative sample size. After this, Netflix can compare the data gathered 
 
4 The website that hosts the agile manifesto, https://agilemanifesto.org/, should be considered a cultural artifact. Behind the oddly 
formatted text is a repeating image of what looks like 8 white men huddled around a PowerPoint that seems to be glowing like a 
shrine. 
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on each group of people to answer the question: which interface had a higher rate of user sign-
ups? Following this realization, programmers may decide to implement the new software to the 
rest of the users in order to encourage more user sign-ups. 
 This testing process, grounded in the highly mutable capacities of software, allows for the 
iterative implementation of new software and, ultimately, leads to a constantly shifting and 
evolving interface for the user. Now a constant research subject, the user constantly navigates 
shifting and evolving websites. After a user slowly builds trust and literacy in a website, they 
may see it change overnight following an update. Similarly, users (presented with an immutable 
interface themselves) have become accustomed to this updating and changing process, constantly 
prepared for the next iteration of a website or application. In modern privatized software, the 
programmer has the power to drive software change over time, while the user is forced into the 
backseat. 
 
The User is also a Consumer 
 
 Until this point, I have discussed the user through the eyes of usability and the technical 
and hierarchical systems of proprietary software development; however, it is now important to 
note the specific role of the user in proprietary software. Within the goal of usability, innovation 
is framed as in the interest of greater enablement for the user; however, following the 
privatization of technology, the user product is now often also that product’s consumer. In this 
sense, the user, and how they spend their money or attention, is central to the business model of 
modern technology companies. As a result, the gathering and cultivation of users is key to the 
success of a business. 
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 The gathering and cultivation of users is a process connected with modern understandings 
of the economy of attention. Central to the modern business models of a significant portion of 
modern technological platforms, the attention economy is seen as “the game of harvesting human 
attention and reselling it to advertisers” (Wu 2017). For Tim Wu, author of the Attention 
Merchants, the attention economy “can be traced back to the nineteenth century, when in New 
York City the first newspapers fully dependent on advertising” “seized the eyes of the person on 
the street” (11, 2017). 
Attempts to grab the attention of the viewer are distinctly tied to the profit motivations of 
companies. The many business models of modern technology include, among others: becoming 
“the middleman” like Warby Parker, starting “a marketplace” like Airbnb, constructing a 
“subscription model” like Dollar Shave Club, providing goods “on demand” like Uber, providing 
services in “freemium” model like Linkedin, creating a “virtual good” like Candy Crush, or 
creating a free platform and selling ads to advertisers like YouTube or Twitter (Tomaro 2016). 
Each of these models has a unique way to extract profit from consumers and, as a result, relies 
heavily on the attention and support of users to sustain a consistent revenue stream. To get these 
users, companies use methods similar to 19th century New York City newspapers that attempt to 
gather and maintain the attention of users in order to sustain profit. 
 Further, profit motivations not only orient towards the extraction of user attention, but 
also push for the optimization of this extraction. For media scholar Nick Seaver, key to the 
optimization of attention extraction are the metrics used to evaluate its success. Seaver notes that 
motivations shifted the focus of “accuracy” to “engagement,” or what he calls “captivation 
metrics” (2019). Seaver’s captivation metrics, a term coming from Agre’s Surveillance and 
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Capture, are “not concerned with accurate prediction,” but rather “measuring the ability of a 
system [or software] to capture user attention” (429 2019; Agre 1994).  
Examples of these type of metrics are seen in the processes of AB testing previously 
described. As Netflix attempts to maximize their user base, they might test the success of their 
sign-up page in getting users to sign up for Netflix. The captivation metric in this context would 
be the percent of users that sign up for Netflix once they land on the sign-up screen. In this 
context, attention extraction and user gathering takes place through the attempt to get the user to 
sign-up for Netflix, and the optimization of this process takes place in the selection of the 
interface that maximizes our captivation metric or, as it is commonly called, “rate of conversion” 
(Dieter 2015). Through an iterative process of incorporating gathered user information such as 
movements of a mouse or cookies connected to a user’s browser, the processes of AB testing 
further optimize the extraction of user attention and profit.  
 These sorts of processes inform the structure of the user interface and are central to the 
“asymmetric collusion” between the user and the programmer (Schüll 2014). Just as usability 
attempts to create intuitive and usable user interfaces that lean towards unconscious actions, 
behavioral modeling techniques are used in software design to extract attention from users in 
unconscious ways. Cultural anthropologist Natasha Dow Schüll, in her book Addiction By 
Design: Machine Gambling in Las Vegas, explains how the technology of slot machines in Las 
Vegas is designed to cultivate addictive behaviors. In the same way that Schüll’s gambling room 
uses subtle and subconscious designs and techniques to control the actions of the gambler, 
companies that develop software attempt to use techniques of behavioral design to play upon 
perceived user susceptibilities for the extraction of profit (Schüll 2014). Systems of software 
development can get a sense of user susceptibilities by using techniques of behavioral modeling 
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traditionally utilized to enhance system usability. However, by using captivation metrics that 
value profit over function, designers attempt to understand the ‘mind’ of the user in order to 
structure a software system in such a way that leads users towards greater profit.  
 To understand these processes, developers utilize the ‘tethered’ nature of modern 
technology. For Jonathan Zittrain, in addition to software being a non-generative black box, it is 
also connected to system of data collection – thus ‘tethered’ to a database (2008). In this sense, 
the behavior of users is collected and patterns of behavior are understood through a user’s digital 
footprint. Dieter describes the process of applying this knowledge to a database as the process of 
‘abductive reasoning,” or “backwards reasoning” (2015). This reasoning is the attempt to reveal 
correlations within big data and “program customers to act in certain ways.” However, rather 
than changing behavior drastically, these changes are iterative and small and only work by 
nudging users to “[amplify] certain already existing behaviors and [pre-empt] others” (Chun 58, 
2016). The use of these “seemingly unrelated correlations” to reveal potentially beneficial 
insights for modulating user behavior demonstrates the proprietary software industry’s goal of 
not only grabbing early user attention, but habituating user behavior in the direction of profit. 
   
Why Privatization? 
 
 Privatization is the important counterpart to the conversation of usability and central to 
the emergence of dark patterns. Incentives to compete in the market and maximize profit 
stemmed various outgrowths from the discourse of usability and caused a re-orientation of 
software’s relationship with the user. Primarily, the programmer becomes overwhelmingly 
systematized: labor is divided between multiple human and non-human actors and a new 
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hierarchy enters to replace the singular programmer in the processes of software development. 
Secondly, software becomes increasingly immutable or non-generative on the side of the user; 
this process increases the understanding of software as a ‘black box’ and limits the power of the 
user to construct their own technology.5 Next, software becomes increasingly mutable for the 
programmer; they are now able to update and manipulate software with greater ease than before–
a process that allows for the live iterative testing of websites used in A/B testing. Lastly, 
privatization re-articulates the user as the consumer. Now, in order to maintain sustainable 
streams of profit, companies are forced to create interfaces that maximize attention and profit 
extraction; a practice that results in the gathering of user metrics and the iterative optimization of 
software and user behavior towards the goal of profit. 
  
 
5 This ‘construction’ of technology is meant to allude to the ‘Social construction of technology’ and how the shift towards 
immutability limits software’s capacity for bottom-up creation. Under immutability, software becomes a car with the front hood 
nailed shut (Pinch & Kline 1996). 
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Regularizing Dark Patterns 
 
 Consider the contemporary role of the mid-level product manager. Placed into what are 
often large, competitive corporate organizations with highly specialized and methodical systems 
of development, this product developer is constantly fighting to hit expected profit margins. 
Recently, their division within the company began re-selling user data gathered on their website 
to increase profits, but recent legislation now mandates that they receive user consent prior to 
gathering user information. As a result, their division, forced to comply with new regulations or 
pay a hefty fine, has seen a dramatic decrease in the data they are able to gather from users and 
thus a decrease in the profits from their resale. It seems like data resale might be a lost cause, but 
one day, a young designer in the division approaches this product manager with an A/B test they 
recently ran. The study exhibits that if the circle which outlines the ‘no’ button for the consent to 
data acquisition is removed, then 15% more people will consent to their data being gathered. The 
choice is a no-brainer for the product developer – get rid of that outline.   
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This is a hypothetical example of a group of software developer’s implementation of a 
dark pattern. These changes appear as mundane and simple alterations in the user interface, 
because dark patterns are often a logical result of the pressures placed on usability from 
overwhelming privatization. Together, the traditions of usability and privatization set the stage 
for the emergence of dark patterns and constitute a context for their physical development. 
Moreover, this contextualization allows for the regularization of the trends of dark patterns and 
the articulation of their use throughout digital technology. 
While the two cultural traditions I have discussed emerged fairly recently, the liminal 
boundary between these two conversations goes back to the beginnings of product marketing. 
Until fairly recently, and seen within digital technology as well, most media technologies center 
their focus around gathering attention to encourage consumption (Wu 2017). However, the 
processes through which dark patterns operate are fundamentally different from television, film, 
print, or other media. The unique ways in which dark patterns present themselves culturally are 
clearly seen in relation to the web’s other deceptive merchant of attention, spam. 
Communications scholar Finn Brunton, in his book SPAM: A Shadow History of the Internet, 
calls the process of spamming “the project of leveraging information technology to exploit 
existing gatherings of attention” (xvi, 2013). While dark patterns value user attention and 
compete for it in a similar way, they emerge in a distinctly different cultural context from that of 
spam, and, as a result, have different goals and methods of deception. 
 Primarily, as stated before, dark patterns come into being in a distinctly more centralized 
and proprietary world of technology. While Brunton’s spam is said to be dominated by a 
“strange class of magnates and hustlers” in the face of private technology (xxii), dark patterns are 
utilized by private companies as well as Brunton’s ‘hustlers’ (2013). In this sense, dark patterns 
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are not only ‘fringe’ efforts of deception like we see in spam, but also operate within commonly 
used and respected applications. Dark patterns are ‘dark’ in the same sense that spam has a 
deceptive and misleading intent, but, rather than existing on the fringe, they an integral part of 
the mainstream web.  
 Second, dark patterns are patterned. While spam, as Brunton notes, attempts to exploit 
attention (2013), dark patterns attempt to exploit what I have described in the last chapter as the 
“grammars of technology.” Instead of being centered around large flagrant headlines or 
manipulative emails, dark patterns invite interaction using these grammars, and flip interfaces on 
their head in order to increase conversion rates. In this way, dark patterns are more connected to 
a discourse of usability and digital literacy than they are to spam’s history of attention-grabbing 
imagery. Dark patterns are more so a question of deceptive functionality than deceptive 
information. 
However, dark patterns and spam share a common goal of re-routing user behavior in the 
direction of profit. Brunton argues that spam “exploits” users through a process of re-routing 
user behavior towards streams of revenue, and in the same way, “designers [of dark patterns] use 
their knowledge of human behavior (e.g. psychology) and the desires of end users to implement 
deceptive functionality that is not in the user’s best interest” (Gray 2018). While the questions of 
‘for whose benefit?’ and ‘how do they function?’ manifest differently in dark patterns, the aims 
of dark patterns are similar to those of spam in that they attempt to tighten the gap between users 
and profit.  
Dark patterns narrow the gap between user agency and the capture of profit by using 
methods of usability for the specific means of profit. Methods of usability that leave the user 
vulnerable to violation are mobilized towards the collection of profit rather than the traditional 
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motive of enabling users. As a result, interface techniques which were previously used to enable 
many different kinds of behavior, are now only utilized for actions that would result in profit.  
Furthermore, not only are grammars that will result in profit prioritized, but also, as I will 
demonstrate, grammars are deceptively placed within user interfaces in ways that nudge users 
towards routes of profit. Emboldened by a profit motivation, a programmer, replaced by a 
hierarchy of departments and agencies, is entrusted with a mutable and easy-to-construct user 
interface. Using this interface, they confront the user, who is trained on a set of digital logics and 
ignorant of the larger structure of technology, and see in this a potential for profit. The 
programmer, using their knowledge of large-scale user behavior, tips the scale in the direction of 
profit. The pressure to manipulate user behavior is often handed down hierarchically – a 
designer, marketer, programmer, or any other actor within the larger corporate structure feels 
pressured (by mangers, shareholders, etc.) to subtly (or overtly) influence user behavior. 
However, the user is not completely without agency in this process. In fact, users uphold 
an essential and valuable part of the user-programmer relationship. A user can leave a webpage 
at any moment, they can click ‘cancel,’ or they can cancel their subscription. The question is 
rarely if a certain action is impossible, but rather how difficult that action is. Users, being the 
consumers of technology, require an element of freedom. This element, the gap between user 
experience and profit collection, has been severely shortened, but it has not disappeared entirely. 
This is the tight rope that programmers walk. They are encouraged by privatization to limit user 
behavior in the interest of profit, but are simultaneously required to provide agency for the user. 
As a result, the programmer simply attempts to filter and shape behavior rather than controlling it 
outright.  
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In the next section I will explore more and less overt forms of deception. Some dark 
patterns are clear with their intent towards profit, while others might take a more round about 
and long-term approach to managing profitable behaviors.   
 
Examining Dark Patterns 
 
 Now it becomes important to understand how the cultural foundations I previously 
described manifest themselves in the ‘utterances’ of culture. In this section, I will categorize dark 
patterns into three groups that I have defined based on my own qualitative research. In this 
process, I utilized the corpus of 52 screenshots and descriptions gathered for Gray’s 2018 paper 
on dark patterns. Research on dark patterns to date has attempted to examine and categorize the 
methods of dark patterns (Brignull 2019; Gray 2018). However in my work, I inquired into the 
artifact’s relationship with the cultural context previously described by analyzing that its 
relationship with usability and profit. Of each artifact I asked the questions: If I was a user, what 
would be the most logical or simple move forward on the webpage? What is the process in which 
this interface is encapsulating logics of the past and playing upon them in new ways? And, how 
does this technique of deception lead a user in the direction of profit? 
 After exploring each artifact, I divided them based on these questions and categorized 
them into three groups for the purpose of analysis. The delineation between groups is largely 
based upon a dark pattern’s relationship with profit and how close the dark pattern is to the 
‘moment of profit;’ or the moment in which a company receives an economic exchange from a 
user. The first group can be characterized as having a close, overt, and direct relationship with 
profit. The second group is more distanced from profit; as a result, the logic for the use of these 
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dark patterns is initially less clear and more concerned with monitoring user attention and 
affiliation rather than direct profit. The third group’s connection between user manipulation and 
profit is the most opaque: financial motivations are further obscured and a pattern’s relationship 
to profit capture is deeply intertwined with the business models of each company. I will explore 
each of these groups in further detail and highlight examples of each from the corpus. 
Group 1: Direct Profit 
 
 The first group of dark patterns is characterized by a direct relationship between the 
moment of deception and the capture of profit. The moment of deception often includes some 
sort of financial transaction between a user and a company, and techniques used by the dark 
pattern often include digital logics that a user may already be familiar with. These moments are 
direct in that they are typically 1-2 clicks away from profit and often feel nearly instantaneous. 
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 It is easiest to understand these techniques through examples. This form of dark pattern is 
seen in the artifact “Delta: Deceiving Upgrades” in Gray’s online corpus of dark patterns (Image 
5). Gray’s corpus describes how this pattern encourages ticket buyers to upgrade their seat by 
making the choice of “upgrading to first class or higher look like a mandatory option” (2018). It 
may not appear substantial, but this effort is done through the subtle use of round buttons, 
traditionally understood as single selection and mandatory, next to “First Class” and “Delta 
Comfort+” instead of square checkboxes traditionally understood as optional (2018). In this 
moment, even an experienced Internet user is presented with what appears to be the option to 
choose between “First Class” or “Delta Comfort+” rather than the option to choose neither.  
IMAGE 5: DELTA: DECEIVING UPGRADES (GRAY 2018) 
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 This moment of manipulation is a clear example of the first type of dark pattern. 
Deception has a direct connection with profit: if “First Class” or “Delta Comfort+” is 
accidentally selected by a user who perceived these as mandatory options, then a user will pay 
more for an upgrade and pay more to the company. This process occurs in only a few clicks, and 
the incentive of the company is clear – get users to pay more for an upgrade. It is a small and 
overtly manipulative interface design that plays upon a user’s trained technological grammars to 
generate more revenue for the company involved. 
 
Group 2: Indirect Profit 
 
 The second group of dark patterns I consider has greater distance between the dark 
pattern and profit. For this group, deception is not used to directly produce profit, as in Delta: 
Deceiving Upgrades (Image 5), but to foster a potential for profit later in the company’s 
relationship with the user. For example, dark patterns in this group are concerned with customer 
attention and data. Using these, companies make efforts to market and grow their application and 
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A clear example of this is through the common practice of the hidden email 
“unsubscribe” button. One of the most common tricks in Gray’s corpus, a specific example of 
this can be seen in the design of the unsubscribe link on Amazon’s email signature seen in Image 
6. Aside from being at the very bottom of the email, the link that allows the user to unsubscribe 
from further emails is typed out in a gray underlined font on top of a lighter gray background 
(Image 6). As a result, the link is visually difficult to locate on the page and does not follow the 
convention that links are typically blue. However, there are several links to Amazon’s website 
that follow the blue conventions and stand out very clearly. It is clear that Amazon prefers for 
users to go to the Amazon website and browse rather than unsubscribing from their emails. For 
Amazon, it is important to encourage profit by keeping customers attuned to their services 
through mass emails, and it is in their benefit to make it difficult to remove oneself from 
automated emails.  
 Similarly, dark patterns are used to encourage the gathering of user data for both selling 
and marketing. The pattern seen in Image 7 is a dark pattern response to a government directive 
concerned with the gathering of user data, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). 
Following its enactment in May 2018, most companies have been required to display “cookie 
consent notices” to visitors of their webpages (Utz 2019). The website in this example, 
IMAGE 6: AMAZON: EMAIL UNSUBSCRIBE LINK (GRAY 2018) 
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“Betterworkingworld.com,” is one of the companies including a cookie consent notice on their 
homepage (Image 7). However, the option to accept or not accept cookies is structured in such a 
way that creates a more difficult to enact negative option (Image 7). As a result, visitors are more 
likely to simply select the “accept” button, allowing betterworkingworld.com to both gather 
more data on their visitors and comply with new regulation.  
 Examples such as these, and many others in Gray’s corpus, present a specific form of 
dark pattern, one concerned with the capturing user data and attention. While capturing user 
attention and data will often lead to greater revenue for a company, it is not as direct a 
relationship as patterns found in the first group. Rather than tricking a user into directly 
providing revenue to a company, the second group is more concerned with marketing strategies 
that will keep their user base strong and connected. However, despite this type of dark pattern 
being concerned with user collection and early user retention, they are still quick and clear tricks 




IMAGE 7: BETTER WORKING WORLD: FORCED COOKIES (GRAY 2018) 
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Group 3: Habituated Profit 
 
 The third group of dark patterns is defined by a greater distance between the pattern and 
the financial exchange between user and provider. These patterns take a more long-term, 
habituated, and modeled approach to user behavior that presents itself in lower levels of 
technical abstraction. These patterns build on the tricks and techniques utilized in the first two 
groups and enter into the mutable and iterative processes of habituation. This group is concerned 
with maintaining the interest of users and constructing habits within systems over long periods of 
time. The processes of these types of dark patterns are more unconscious or affective and are 
often ingrained into the functionality of the system as a whole. 
 Most likely because they are so ingrained into system functionality, examples of these 
types of dark patterns are less common in Gray’s corpus, but a few significant examples stand 
out. One example is the Candy Crush Saga dark pattern depicted in Image 8. This pattern reveals 
IMAGE 8: CANDY CRUSH SAGA: IMPOSSIBLE LEVELS (GRAY 2018) 
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deception not in the layout of the interface or in the buttons of the screen (although these may 
also be called a dark pattern), but rather in the processes that caused the player to get to this 
screen. Gray notes that the creators of Candy Crush, “occasionally [give] players levels that are 
impossible to complete in order to urge them to buy powerups or extra lives,” upgrades seen in 
Image 8 (2018). This dark pattern is very difficult for a user to perceive; while it has a clear 
connection with profit through the purchasing of in-game credits, the pattern is concealed 
through the difficulty of the game and its importance to the business model of the company. 
Another example of a dark pattern that is both deeply entangled with the business model 
of a company and key to engaging a process of habituation is the pattern “Netflix: Next Episode” 
(2018). This business technique, depicted in Image 9 allows for a user to continue watching a 
television show without manually selecting the next episode. As a result, shows may be more 
often “binged,” as the suggested and simplest user behavior is to simply let the show continue to 
IMAGE 9: NETFLIX: NEXT EPISODE (GRAY 2018) 
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play (Markham, et al. 2019). By doing this, Netflix attempts to habituate user behavior to the 
application and grow a relationship with the user over time.  
 Dark patterns in this group are small and almost invisible techniques of constructing and 
controlling user behavior. Techniques in this group are the most reflective of the design-based 
habituation described by both Chun and Schüll (2016, 2014); rather than tricking users in a 
matter of seconds, these dark patterns structure long-term behavior towards the machine of 
profit. While they may appear to be small and simple tricks of an interface or game, they are 
prolonged, repeated and persistent attempts to shape and cultivate profitable user behaviors.  
  
Each of these three groups present examples of dark patterns that are in some way 
attempting to direct and shape user behavior. However, as I have described, not every dark 
pattern operates in the same way or with the same goals. For the purposes of analyzing them in 
this context, I have divided them into three groups and centered each around a pattern’s 
functional relationship with profit. While these groups were helpful for categorizing and 
exploring various examples of dark patterns, in reality, individual patterns often do fall directly 
into one group or another. Instead, each pattern is a new articulation of each of these groups and 
attempts to uniquely habituate and shift user attention between them. However, users are not 
passive agents in this relationship. Instead, they often express anger at overt attempts to 
manipulate their behavior. In the next section, I will explore the how the iterative conversation 









 A dark pattern can have a significant effect on an individual’s capacity to navigate the 
internet. Users, in response to manipulation and overt attempts at deception, are forced to 
reassess their abilities to freely maneuver the web when faced with a dark pattern. By flipping 
traditional digital grammars on their head, dark patterns cause deep-rooted confusion and upend 
a user’s traditional understandings of how the web operates. Such as in the dark pattern 
implemented by Delta (Image 5) a user confronting a dark pattern must overcome traditional 
understandings of technological grammars and take an uncertain step into new territories, a 
territory that may involve the acquisition of a newfound digital grammar. This step, in the case of 
the Delta example, is encouraged by a user’s sense of thrift – perhaps they are unwilling to 
accept that the current grammar presupposes them as a consumer and make an effort not to 
purchase unnecessary additions to their flight.  
However, the awareness of deceptive interface design moves from individual to 
interpersonal awareness. Public discourse, using the term dark patterns to broadly label practices 
of deceptive design, presents individual perceptions of technology in a more public manner. 
Popular venues such as The New York Times (Singer 2016), The Verge (Brignull 2013), and 
others have published articles highlighting the manipulative acts of technology companies and 
begun calling for more oversight. These articles, many written by user experience specialist 
Harry Brignull (who coined the term “dark patterns”), encourage collective action against 
corporate manipulation. Moreover, users are beginning to use social media to communicate 
collective complaints about dark patterns. Social media platforms such as Reddit and Twitter 
afford discussion and debate around the ethicality of dark patterns. On Reddit, the subreddits 
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r/AssholeDesign and r/DarkPatterns center around identifying and publicizing dark patterns and 
similar online behavior. On Twitter, conversations of dark patterns focus around the account 
@DarkPatterns (operated by Harry Brignull) as well as individual user accounts and hashtags 
such as #hostiledesign (Image 10). Together, the efforts individuals on these two systems of 
collective discussion allow users to voice their discontents to a larger group and begin public 
debate about issues surrounding dark patterns.  
 However, the possibility of organizing around a particular cause often faces distinct 
limitations and pressures internally as well as externally. Zeynep Tufekci, in her book Twitter 
And Tear Gas, describes the internal and external pressures that public organizing can face when 
centered on social media. For Tufekci, online organizing faces internal challenges such as 
IMAGE 10: A TWEET BY @FIENEN AND RETWEETED BY 
@DARK PATTERNS 
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potential “harassment and abuse” from opponents, “adhoc” organization and accidental 
hierarchy, algorithms and other techniques to control the visibility of content, group-level issues 
such as “echo chambers,” and other potential issues. Together, these efforts internally inhibit the 
efficacy of online protest  (Tufekci 2017).  
Popular efforts against dark patterns also confront external attempts to control and silence 
conversation. Within the conversation surrounding dark patterns specifically, these efforts are 
less often from overt actors, and instead inherent in the technical system. Primarily, unique 
iterations of websites are routinely published with new and edited forms of dark patterns. While 
in some cases, usually the most blatant, dark patterns are removed entirely in response to user 
protest or commentary, I will explore that it is far more common that examples are only altered 
slightly to play upon the most recent and currently profitable weaknesses of users. In this way, 
programmers can silence public discussion, as it cannot match the speed of the changing website. 
For example, a user may have an issue with the way a website’s checkout function is structured, 
but by the time they begin discussing on it on social media, the company has already altered their 
website. As a result, the user’s claims are delegitimized. Other examples include the technical 
high ground that programmers can use to diminish public claims, as well as a company’s ability 
to deny culpability by claiming the interface was produced inadvertently. For example, an 
interface may be poorly arranged with the inadvertent effect of greater profit, but not have the 
overt intent of deception. Combined, these efforts fall back on the proprietary nature of modern 
technology and its ability to maneuver out of the public spotlight by citing a protestor’s lack of 
technical knowledge. In this way, a lack of transparency works to the benefit of the software 
developer and the status quo. Given these capabilities, how does it appear that website interfaces 
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are responding to public pressure? Do these websites manifest the new relationship between user 






 Taking my examination a step further and putting the ‘tenacity and effectivity’ of dark 
patterns on display, I will to explore how various types of patterns evolve and change in response 
to backlash. How are technical objects ‘reconstituted’ as users assert greater autonomy and 
agency? By qualitatively exploring contemporary iterations of the dark patterns in Gray’s 2018 
corpus, I examined how interfaces updated and changed after being publicly scrutinized. Of the 
sites I was able to reach (a majority of the sites were pay-walled or required subscription 
services), I recorded the nature of the pattern still existent and noted in what ways the website 
was altered since is 2018 recording.  
 For the first group of dark patterns I previously considered, change was common, 
distinct, and in-line with a general increase in interface usability over the past two years. The 
Delta interface previously described is not presented in the same manner as before; in fact, it is 
likely that the entire system of purchasing the flight has been reformatted multiple times over the 
past two years. The contemporary ‘review & pay’ webpage, as seen in Image 11, is quite 
different from the 2018 interface in Image 5. While the coloration of the interface is similar, the 
interface and dark pattern have transformed considerably. Instead of attempting to trick the user 
into upgrading their flight with confusing buttons, the interface now prioritizes upgrading a flight 
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by presenting the options in two large and colorful buttons that a user must scroll past in order to 
confirm their flight (Image 11; 2020). The options to upgrade use bright colors and images, and 
nearly appears as an advertisement; it presents the clear and obvious functionality of “upgrade.” 
This new dark pattern maintains the goal of upgrading the flight, but appears more maneuverable 
than its predecessor in 2018. This change presents a shift from a clear and manipulative one dark 
pattern to one that might be more accepted throughout society.  
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 This Delta example reflects most of the interface changes for Group 1. The overt and 
direct manipulation that defined Group 1 was unsustainable when met with public outcry. As a  
result, public awareness of dark patterns necessitated that systems could no longer hide from 
culpability. Companies seemingly changed such interfaces to be more usable, and began to avoid 
interface designs that would result in being called out on social media.  
IMAGE 11: A ZOOMED-OUT SCREENSHOT OF THE MOST-RECENT INTERFACE FOR 
PURCHASING A FLIGHT ON DELTA.COM (2020) 
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 However, interfaces in Group 1 still reflect the financial goals of software development 
companies and often only rearticulate old dark patterns into new forms. In the case of Delta, the 
two options to upgrade are still over-valued through the space and bright coloration provided. 
This effort can still be seen as a dark pattern, but is clearly more restrained and less manipulative 
than before. Rather than being a gestural trick, this technique now relies on strong graphic design 
and advertising – marketing techniques heavily ingrained and largely accepted by the public. 
Interface changes for Group 2 are largely similar to Group 1. While the changes to this 
group of dark patterns were the most difficult to find, I was able to document how several of 
them changed between 2018 and 2020. For this group, manipulation was less overt and more 
attention-focused than Group 1. As a result, I surmise that public pressure for the removal of the 
dark pattern was likely less forced and urgent. The effect of a lighter, yet still very present 
pressure is seen in the updated of the interface for ey.com (betterworkingworld.com). The present 
website, seen in Image 12, has been updated since its last iteration in 2018 (Image 7). The newer 
interface has multiple differences from the dark pattern documented in 2018: the panel is 
marginally larger, both buttons are fully surrounded by a band, the agree button is no longer 
shaded (both are clear), and the text of both buttons has been updated (2020). In this context, the 
new interface can be seen to be more straightforward and upfront about the options of ‘agree’ or 
‘customize.’ However, the option to deny consent to cookies is still more difficult, as it takes 
multiple clicks to enact. The efforts of Delta are similar to the response of many interfaces in 
Group 2. After being publicly chastised, it seems likely that programmers were forced to alter 
interfaces to be more inclusive; however, most, like ey.com, have only marginally altered the 
dark pattern since 2018. Likely because of their looser connection with profit and less overt 
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means of manipulation, dark patterns in Group 2 are marginally less susceptible to public 
disapproval and less often removed entirely.  
 
Since dark patterns in Group 3 are so central to the sustained success and business 
models of the companies that use them, discussions of how they have been removed and edited 
are more complicated. I frequently observed that companies in this group made only very small 
changes in response to public distaste. As a result, changes to these dark patterns since 2018 
were less visible than the other two groups-- some were even impossible to detect (as in the case 
of Candy Crush). To remove these dark patterns entirely may appear antithetical to the logic of 
the larger corporation and potentially the users as well. 
IMAGE 12: A SCREENSHOT THE MOST RECENT HOME PAGE FOR EY.COM (2020) 
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 For example, to change the Netflix autoplay, or remove it entirely, is against the 
overarching mission of Netflix to replace television and would likely anger the community of 
users that have grown to accustomed to it. For Netflix, the autoplay function (Image 13), is 
central to the functionality of their website and perceived as necessary to the company; these 
considerations outweighs its identification as a dark pattern. As a result, reconstitutions to dark 
patterns of this form more frequently manifest themselves in the incorporation of the user option 
to remove or alter a certain feature instead of removing it entirely. As for Netflix, the option to 
turn off autoplay is now hidden in the ‘manage profiles’ section of the website (Image 13). For 
this group, dark patterns are so central to the mission and goals of the company that, instead of 
removing entirely, efforts are made to increase usability and functionality within dark patterns.  
 
IMAGE 13: A SCREENSHOT OF THE NETFLIX EDIT PROFILE PAGE (2020). 
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Discussion of Technological Drama 
 
Dark patterns are constantly evolving and shifting articulations of modern technology’s 
complex power dynamics. They sit at the center of usability and profit and present themselves in 
various articulations over time. At times they are more readily apparent, and more readily 
reckoned with, but often they are layered, hidden and confusing, and require significantly more 
work to uncover. What does the evolving structure of the dark pattern say about the relationship 
between the user and the programmer? And what new understandings does it present to us about 
the modern web?  
 
Learning a Deceptive Interface 
 
 Dark patterns present us with a unique cultural discussion. Not only do they encourage 
novel discussion regarding the internet, but they also require the user to stake new ground in the 
user-programmer relationship. Only with the introduction of human-centered design I described 
earlier, were users allowed into the conversation of software. However, this relationship was 
limited – software developers only called on users when they were needed. Dark patterns, their 
public labeling, and the conversation that they have prompted, are in many ways a rare example 
of users forcing their way into the creation of software.  
 As I have noted, the processes through which a dark pattern enters public knowledge 
begins within individuals. Each individual comes to a dark pattern with varying levels of 
knowledge pertinent to that situation. However, at some point the user realizes that the interface 
they are seeing may potentially be created to deceive them, and is forced to step in to new, 
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unknown territory. This is a key moment for the user-programmer relationship. The user, who up 
to this point was presumed to be susceptible to top-down deception, is now enabled with new 
knowledge of the way the internet operates. They can garner greater agency and navigate 
systems with the knowledge of not only traditional technological grammars, but also their 
newfound awareness of the internet’s grammars of deception – dark patterns. Armed with this 
knowledge, users stop accidentally purchasing first class upgrades, they unsubscribe from your 
email because they know that your unsubscribe link will be the most difficult one to find, and 
they search for the setting to turn off autoplay. 
 To this point, the user is most likely following the ‘manual’ of the internet – they are 
constructing their technological literacy through the functionalities presented to them on 
interfaces and told to them by programmers. In many ways, this process is top-down and relies 
on the explicit communication of functionality from programmer to user. However, a user’s 
knowledge of how dark patterns operate requires that they work against the programmer rather 
entirely under corporate direction. Under this paradigm shift, the user places themselves in 
opposition to the programmer instead than within their reach and slowly begins to build their 
own mental corpus of dark patterns.  
 The issue of dark patterns moves from the individual to the collective as it enters public 
discussion through mainstream and participatory media. In this process, internal and external 
pressures and work suppress discussion and user agency. Internal difficulties arise from platform 
limitations and external powers lean on the inherent authority granted to software developers in 
proprietary systems. This authority, while not actively enforced, emerges from ‘black-boxed’ 
software development and provides the developer the ability to invalidate any outsider claim as 
to what the black-box might contain. The ability to invalidate user claims maintains the status 
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quo by allowing developers to simply adjust the front-end of a website while they maintain the 
goals and structures of the underlying black-box. This authority presents an asymmetric power 
dynamic between users and software developers that provides developers the ability to deny and 
suppress user discontents the moment they are raised. 
As a result, a radicle technological literacy is constructed through social media’s peer-to-
peer communication of new knowledge. Peers share knowledge and awareness of dark patterns 
in addition to learning them from the system itself. This new collective literacy is ‘radicle,’ as 
Deleuze & Guattari describe in A Thousand Plateaus, in that “the principal root [the 
programmer] has aborted, or its tip has been destroyed; an immediate, indefinite multiplicity of 
secondary roots grafts onto it and undergoes a flourishing development” (5). Deleuze & Guattari 
use the botanical metaphor of the roots of a tree to note the ‘bottom-up’ nature of this new kind 
of knowledge (1988). A new awareness of dark patterns is shared between groups, and this new 
form of technological literacy now has “multiple roots” with no clear center.6 With this new 
sense of communal literacy, users can assert greater space in the conversation of user interface 
design, specifically in relation to dark patterns. While elements of radicle technological literacy 
may be chaotic and unstructured, the capacities of user agency are limited within a complicated 
system of asymmetric forces and power, and thus, more often radicle than rhizome.  
 But what does it mean that new collective literacy is radicle? It means that the efforts of 
this new collective literacy are limited in their capacity for change. New literacies and activism 
are caught within a technological system with the scales tipped in favor of the programmers, 
developers, and technology companies. As a result, the inherent power of the programmer over 
 
6 Grossberg, in discussion with Deleuze & Guattari, describes the nature of the root-radicle-rhizome metaphor I am utilizing here. 
He notes that a root system as a “hierarchical or centered organization,” a radicle as a “point at which you fragment any unity or 
totality, you deconstruct any hierarchy, and you displace any centre,” and a rhizomatic understanding as chaotic with “no pre-
determined or fixed configurations of relations” and “no plan or intention” (2014). 
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the user is constantly re-inscribed; particularly when a user is forced to incite discussion on the 
very same system they critique (such as in the case of social media). Within this confined world 
of critique, users may have the capacity to collectively organize against dark patterns, but, rather 
than having the standing power to remove them entirely, programmers have the power to shift 
and alter them into new, unrecognizable forms.  
 
Change in Types of Interface 
  
My analysis has also made it clear that dark patterns can be more or less flexible 
depending on their relationship to profit as well as how they are presented publicly. It is apparent 
that modification becomes less clear as you move from Group 1 to Group 2. As a result, users 
have different forms of influence in these systems. Further, alterations were clear but limited; 
dark patterns remained present in the interface and maintained the same goals (or introduced 
even more).  
However, for Group 3 change was less apparent. This group of dark patterns, being less 
visible in the first place, were less readily altered when faced with public disapproval. For these 
patterns, functionality is much more connected with the larger system and operates at lower 
technical levels. This operation places the veil of abstraction over the dark pattern and hides it 
from public view. As a result, the ‘outing’ of these dark patterns requires knowledge of the black 
box in which they operate, knowledge that the average user, fundamentally, is not required to 
have. Dark patterns in group 3 manifests the greatest capacity for resilience in the face public 
disapproval largely because they are the least likely to ‘show-their-hand.’ For Groups 1 and 2, 
dark patters are clear and manipulation is almost instantaneous; however Group 3, operating at a 
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much lower and more affective level, is less visible to the public, and thus, less effected by 
public complaints. 
 
The Modern Interface 
 
Dark patterns of all kinds live on into the modern day. Conversation on the Twitter 
account @DarkPatterns continues daily and the number of posts on r/AssholeDesign has 
increased overall since 2016 (Image 14). In modern digital technology, dark patterns that would 
land in Group 1 or 2 are revisited as efforts have shifted to be more focused on developing dark 
patterns in Group 3. This group of dark patterns is more resilient and is more likely to have long-
term success. While dark patterns in groups 1 and 2 still exist, they appear to have stagnated in 
their development and simply become standard grammars of user design. Instead, less overt 
innovations that habitually lessen the gap between users and profit are still evolving.  
Generally, there is a shift away from the dark patterns utilized in Group 1 and 2 to the 
more successful dark patterns of Group 3. Nick Seaver articulates this shift in his recent work 
examining the work of algorithms in “trapping” user attention and behavior using algorithmic 
IMAGE 14: NUMBER OF POSTS IN R/ASSHOLEDESIGN PER A 
MONTH FROM 12/2015 TO 08/2019 (45 MONTHS). 
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systems. Largely manifesting themselves in the obscurity of recommendation systems, 
algorithmic systems that structure information in a way to increase “captivation metrics” may be 
seen as an example of a dark pattern (2019). Using Seaver’s example, the Netflix search system 
no longer returns results that maximize “accuracy,” but instead return results based upon how 
likely they are to “[retain] [users] as paying subscribers” (428, 2019). Algorithms that provide 
the automated presentation of any type of content, are recent evolutions of the third type of dark 
pattern because they are hidden behind a veil of abstraction and difficult to uncover without 
knowledge inside the “black box.” These efforts of captivation are central to the emerging and 
growing business model of “freemium consumer,” in which user captivation and retainment are 
central to rapid growth. Freemium consumer business models provide highly “personalized” 
content through the use of algorithms tailored not only to benefit the user, but, to also, as Seaver 
notes, “trap” them in captivation (Meeker 2019; Seaver 2019).  
 Finally, it is worth noting that recommendation systems present increasingly concealed 
forms of dark patterns using personalization and will likely become yet another barrier for 
overcoming public discussion of deceptive design. Personalization not only veils the user to the 
inner workings of the algorithmic processes, but it also veils the user from other users. 
Personalized systems provide content based on individual user data that differs from person-to-
person; consequentially, peer-to-peer discontents may not be comparable. For example, Google 
personalizes search results to the individual based on previous data, and therefore, search results 
when two different users search “car” are different. In a non-personalized situation, such as with 
the Delta flight, two actors would receive the same interface. However, personalized systems 
provide content specific to individual actors. While this may seem like a helpful process, 
personalization disavows any potential for collective action against dark patterns by muddying 
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similar acts of deception inside of a black box. Personalization creates individual dark patterns 
rather than collective, and thus, depending on the extent of the personalization, largely denies the 
possibility of collective action. If a dark pattern were to exist within personalized Google search 
results, because peer-to-peer communication is more difficult to employ, that dark pattern is now 
significantly more challenging to uncover than the dark pattern presented by Delta in Image 5. 
Thus, content personalization, a practice becoming increasingly more common in modern 
software, can be seen as a new way in which technical systems shift authority into the hands of 










 Throughout this work, I have analyzed dark patterns from multiple angles. Primarily, I 
explored the cultural foundations of dark patterns. I then articulated a more cultural definition of 
dark patterns and examined it through examples. In my examination, I categorized dark patterns 
into three groups based on the distance between the pattern and profit, and then moved to explore 
the tenacity and effectivity of the concept by exploring how examples changed and evolved over 
time.  I analyzed how change manifested itself in the individual and the collective to create a new 
user-programmer relationship, and then, using the categories previously discussed, I examined 
how the new user-programmer relationship demonstrated itself in each category of dark patterns. 
 Now, armed with greater knowledge concerning the cultural operation of the term dark 
patterns, several important take-aways present themselves. Primarily, dark patterns are created 
when profit incentives enter usable user interfaces. Furthermore, dark patterns present and rely 
on a sense of perceived enablement for the user. Additionally, perceived enablement is one effort 
(of many) that systemically encourage the asymmetric arrangement of power in the creation of 
the user-interface. As a result, the term ‘dark patterns’ is itself an answer to a collective action 
problem and works to enable individuals to claim greater power in the software development 
process. However, as I noted earlier, this power is limited by the asymmetric nature of the 
discourse surrounding dark patterns (radicle, rather than rhizome). Instead, dark patterns are 
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continually re-articulated into less discernable and more opaque forms, rather than being 
removed entirely. Ultimately, as they are being developed, dark patterns are becoming more 
opaque, affective, and habitual and manifesting themselves in new business models such as 
Freemium. Modern iterations of this type of dark pattern can be most commonly seen in the 
arrangement of algorithmically personalized content with the goal of captivation.   
 
Slack & Wise note that “the way we think about technologies affects what we think we 
are able to do about them” (2015). In this paper I have attempted to provide the reader with a 
greater knowledge regarding the development of dark patterns and attempted to outline how they 
may develop in the future – no longer are they primarily operating at the front end of user 
interfaces, but rather forcing themselves into the structures and systems that underly the web.  
How can that relationship between the user and programmer be more equally balanced to 
enable the user, and not manipulate them for the means of profit? What does a web look like that 
has a stable and balanced relationship between the user and the programmer? Does it require a 
user to be fully literate of a technical system or can a balance be struck in a heavily abstracted 
system? How is the modern web a unique social system, and in what ways are its structure 
different from or similar to histories of political thought?  
A response to these questions primarily concerns the programmer. As other studies have 
noted (Gray 2018), it is important to consider how the specific arrangement of structures of 
software development may encourage more or less deceptive technology. These studies point to 
the importance of transparency and an ethical culture of design. However, since the root of the 
issue I have described goes back to the privatization of technology, one may have to look for 
open-source alternatives to find technology nearly devoid of dark patterns. Conversely, this 
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attempt is largely implausible as contemporary technology is overwhelmingly proprietary; as a 
result, the question shifts to user literacy in the face of dark patterns.  
Instead of considering how a system might be structured to not promote deception, we 
should consider how technology may be structured in ways that create a less vulnerable user. To 
do this, we should look at absolving many of the practices of abstraction and, not only create 
more transparent software corporations, but also create more transparent low-level technical 
systems. A user’s knowledge of lower-level functionality may allow for a less vulnerable and 
more competent user. Further, user interfaces could be designed in ways that attempt to better 
represent the true functionality of a system. Metaphorical direct manipulation could either more 
properly represent lower level functionality or shift to be more textually-based. However, since 
layers of abstraction are often so dense and technical, it is not always feasible to expect 
functionality to represent them entirely. Instead, efforts might be made to generally build user 
literacy and agency within systems rather than in creating ‘simple’ and ‘usable’ technologies that 
side-step literacy. Programmers must reconsider what it means to make usable technologies and 
make greater efforts to empower users, not only through function, but also by creating systems 
that allow for user comprehension and literacy. 
On the other end, we users must question our expectations of the ‘usability’ technology. 
Not all interactions with technology should be approached with the expectation of simplicity, or 
else users may remain vulnerable and easily manipulated. As users, we should approach 
technology with fewer expectations and a greater fascination of the layered and nuanced 
megastructure of technology. We should work to recognize our fundamental connection with 
programmers and throw off the limited and constrained veil of the constructed user.  
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Lastly, government regulation and public ownership should take a more significant role 
in the development of technology. In the same way that a modern monopoly has the power to 
spike the price of its services at any moment, a corporation has the power to reverse traditional 
grammars and manipulate user behavior. Government regulation should consider taking more 
significant steps in regulating not only the structure of the internet, but also the language it 
utilizes. With a more standardized language and grammar, individual claims against lying and 
deceptive technology may appear more significant and legitimate.  
In conclusion, dark patterns are a manifestation of decades of issues related to the 
overwhelming privatization of corporations and reflect many similar struggles occurring 
throughout society (healthcare/big pharma, distrust of media, money in politics). However, their 
manifestation in the digital sphere makes their struggle unique in that it faces distinct pressures 
of control and suppression. Further, the issue of dark patterns may appear to have an arguably 
more minor effect on our day-to-day lives, but nonetheless, we should not disregard it because of 
this perceived triviality. For the user, dark patterns are a bug in a late-stage neoliberal techno-
cultural system. They are not simply annoying, but rather, a complex manifestation and physical 
actualization of years of imbalances in economic and technological history.  
Given this, a shift to more personalized content is quite concerning. Are we prepared to 
place considerably more trust in proprietary software? To answer this question, we should use 
the history and development of the dark patterns to inform our fears of modern algorithmic 
technology. We should not question deceptive intent simply because it may hide behind a veil of 
abstraction. Instead, dark patterns teach us that we should recognize this veil as an attempt to 
disguise manipulation and quell public concern in technology.   
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